
Science

This half term is all about SPACE, which is an 
amazing and fascinating topic. This week, we’re 
going to focus on knowing the names of the planets 
in our solar system and their sizes and distances. 

Ready? Let’s get started! 

First we need to know the names of the planets. Can 
you name them? Have a go! 



Science

How did you do? I always use a mnemonic to help 
me remember the names in the right order.

Can you write your own mnemonic to remember the 
order of the planets? Have a go!  

(Pluto is classed as a dwarf planet now, not a main planet!) 



Science

Now that we’ve done that, let’s find out more about 
our awesome solar system.

Take a tour through space 
Watch these videos to find out more about what makes 
up our solar system, take notes as you watch to help 
you concentrate.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=libKVRa01L8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qd6nLM2QlWw
This video is quite long but shows the planets really 
beautifully so is also worth a look. 
https://youtu.be/ht2TigJp88w

Take a solar system quiz 
When you’re ready, have a go at these quizes! 
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/quiz/space/take-solar-
system-quiz/
https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/quizzes/space.html
How did you do? 

Glossary 
Solar system - the planets and their moons in orbit 
around the sun, together with smaller bodies like 
asteroids, meteoroids, and comets.

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=libKVRa01L8
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=Qd6nLM2QlWw
https://youtu.be/ht2TigJp88w
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/quiz/space/take-solar-system-quiz/
https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/quizzes/space.html


Science

Finally, let’s find out how big and how far apart the planets 
are. 

Imagine the Earth’s moon was one pixel… 
Have a look at this site to see how far apart the planets 
would be if Earth’s moon was one pixel – it’s a lot of scrolling! 
h^ps://joshworth.com/dev/pixelspace/pixelspace_solarsyste
m.html

Make a solar system model 
If you can, follow the instrucbons on the next page to make 
your own scale model of the solar system. Make sure you ask 
an adult for permission, though. 
If you can’t make your own model (and even if you can!), 
there is also a really fun acbvity to draw the solar system on a 
long strip of paper (and it uses fracbons, too! ❤J ).
h^ps://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/acbvity/solar-system-
scroll/

Glossary 
Pixel - the smallest dot that makes up the display on a 
computer or phone screen. 
Moon – a moon is a body that orbits a planet. Our planet 
only has one but Jupiter, for example, has 53 
named moons and another 26 awaibng official names! 

https://joshworth.com/dev/pixelspace/pixelspace_solarsystem.html
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activity/solar-system-scroll/


Science
To make our solar system, first we need planets. You can use 
fruits for this, or balls or scrunched up newspaper that are 
about the right sizes.

Now use the table to put the ‘planets’ the correct distances 
away from the sun. 



Science
You could end up with 
something that looks a bit 
like this! (Remember our 
classroom?!) 



Science

Finished? Never! 

I hope you enjoyed learning more about our awesome solar 
system. 

Want to keep learning about space? Check out these 
websites.

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/solar-system/

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/solar-system-explorer/en/

https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/space/

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkbbkqt

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/solar-system/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/solar-system-explorer/en/
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/space/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkbbkqt

